This paper provides a multi-period extension of the Market Model for forward-start options written on standardized CDS Index Tranches, presented by [3] . Standardized CDS Index Tranches are tranches which securitize CDS index series and dispose of predefined subordination. The central idea consists in defining the forward Fair Tranche Spread as a function of the numeraire used in a Black & Scholes closed-form market formula. Hence it becomes possible to select any martingale dynamics for the forward spread rate under the associated probability and one can derive a multi-period dynamics of the forward Fair Tranche Spread for any forward-time horizons. This model is useful for pricing options on tranches with future Issue Dates as well as for modeling emerging options on credit derivatives which include structural enhancements like combo, step-up, or ratio indexed coupon clauses. It becomes also possible to calibrate Index Tranche Options with bespoke tenors/tranche subordination to market data obtained by more liquid Index Tranche Options with standard characteristics.
Introduction
As standardization for structured credit derivatives, notably for CDOs is becoming more and more popular, the volumes traded on the market have been growing in a proportional manner. However initially CDOs were and still are OTC products by definition and thus generate high transaction costs. In addition to this the liquidity gap costs some precious basis points to investors. In order to meet these problems, investors set up a standardized CDO market several years ago. The standardization assumptions consist in the following:
• The underlying CDS portfolio is restricted to components of CDX or iTRAXX CDS index series quoted on the market.
• Tranches are defined by set Attachment / Detachment Points.
This market has experienced a tremendous success and thus became quite liquid. One can actually face the possibility of trading options on these standardized CDO tranches. For this purpose we propose in this article a Market Model inspired by Brigo & Mercurio's CDS spread Market Model (2006) in order to price this recent derivative asset class.
The authors recall basic principles of CDO pricing in the preliminary section and notably define the Protection Leg without the industry-standard approximation. The reader will discover that this has a significant impact for the value of senior tranches. The second section re-defines in a first attempt the one-period forward Tranche Spread presented previously in [3] . However the authors derive the latter in a different manner which does not require the freezing of the forward interest rate at the instant time. It follows the calculation of the multi-period Tranche Spread dynamics which allows for the pricing of real-world deals, i.e. deals with a maturity of several years.
The advantages of this model consist in the ability to price deals with future issue dates. These structures are not martingales as the forward-start tenor interrupts filtration. It follows that calculating the expectation of the multi-period spread dynamics represents the only correct solution for pricing. Further, calibration to similar deals with different maturities finally makes it possible to take into account credit spread (and hence implied risk) volatility. This is not the case with current static models and hence the investor does not pay for the vega!
Preliminaries
This section recalls determinant elements for tranche pricing and settles the notation used throughout the article.
General Notations
In the following Cumulative Probability Loss Function B(t, T )
Zero-Coupon Bond paying one unit at t = T A(t, T ) Discount Factor (discounts from T to t) R Constant Recovery Rate (in %)
With the notations presented in the table above, we can describe the following setting: The default of credit entity k causes an erosion of the CDO notional of (1 − R) × N k and one can write
The CDO Premium-Leg
The investor in a synthetic CDO tranche sells protection on the underlying CDS portfolio as he bears default risk. As a compensation, he perceives a spread premium (risk-neutral interest rate + risk premium) which is calculated as a [%] value on the tranche notional. However, as mentioned before, we do have to consider default events. When the cumulative Portfolio Loss reaches the tranche's Attachment Point, the tranche's notional gets eroded with every further default on the CDS portfolio until it wipes out. Hence the investor's spread revenue (and thus the Premium Leg) has to be calculated on the outstanding tranche notional. The Premium Leg is defined as the sum of the discounted spread payments perceived by the tranche holder during the tranche's lifetime.
Consider an investor who holds a [A%; B%] tranche of a synthetic CDO. In our framework, the underlying CDS portfolio consists of 125 CDS names figuring in a CDS index (iTraXX or CDX, for example). As we treat only standardized index tranches, the tranche's Attachment/Detachment Points (A%, B%) can only take the following values:
0%, 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, 22%, 100%
Further we choose the following notations:
This is relevant for calculations where leverage intervenes. We assume that the risk-free interest rate r is constant and introduce the random cumulative loss variable Z(t) with
Proposition 1.1. The outstanding tranche's notional at time horizon t satisfies
Proof. The bounded tranche loss with lower bound A and upper bound B can be written as 
and Q ti representing the t i -forward neutral probability measure.
In most cases however, the default time of a credit name is situated between two regular spread payment dates. In this case, the spread payment has to be accrued with respect to the elapsed time between the last regular payment date and the default time. The Premium Leg gets increased by the Accrual. Definition 1.2 (Accrual). The Accrual of the Premium Leg is calculated as follows:
with ∆t representing the accrued time.
For simplification we neglect in the following the Accrual term and evaluate the Premium Leg like in the case of a postponed CDS.
Let us focus on the expression E Q t i [X(t i )]: We are interested in how the total losses affect the CDO tranche [A%; B%]. From the payment subordination we know that the tranche suffers a loss at time t if:
When considering the tranche's erosion default by default, one obtains a discrete closed form expression: Proposition 1.2. The Expected outstanding percentage Tranche Notional at time horizon t can be written as
When k denotes the number of credit events on the underlying portfolio, l k stands for the corresponding [%] portfolio erosion and we define
with
+ is called the Expected Tranche Loss and Q t (Γ(t) = k) represents the probability of having exactly k default events on the underlying portfolio by time horizon t. The reader who is interested in how this probability is obtained, should refer to the Appendix in [3] . An explanation at this stage would be too exhaustive and confusing.
When it comes to pricing any tranche throughout the deal's notional, one has to come up with a continuous expression: With
being the [%] loss caused by exactly k defaults on the CDO portfolio, we can write:
as the probability of having k defaults on the CDO portfolio is the same as having a l k % erosion of the CDO portfolio caused by k defaults. By analogy with
we can write
with l x being the tranche-[%] equivalent to a x default portfolio erosion. Further let
be the density.
Proposition 1.3. The Expected outstanding percentage CDO Tranche Notional can be written as:
Proof. With respect to the tranche's boundaries one can state
which amounts to 1.3.
The CDO Protection Leg
The investor in a synthetic CDO tranche sells protection on the underlying CDS portfolio. When cumulative portfolio loss reaches the Attachment Point of his tranche, the tranche's notional gets eroded by every further default. As the tranche holder perceives a [%] spread on the outstanding tranche's notional, his earnings diminish with every further default. In a way, the investor "pays" for the default event.
That reduction of the tranche's notional inherent to a default on the underlying CDS portfolio is interpreted as a protection payment. The Protection Leg is defined as the sum of the discounted reductions of a tranche's notional inherent to credit events which lead to a decrease in the tranche holder's "spread revenue". Definition 1.3. For time intervals t = (t 1 , . . . , t p ) the Protection Leg is given by:
A continuous formula can be derived by applying the continuous time expression for the outstanding tranche notional as derived previously.
Defining a forward Fair Tranche Spread
When a CDO deal is set up, the coupon payment for the tranche holder is fixed in the deal's term sheet. Generally the coupon payment is defined as follows Euribor/Libor(3months) + s where s stands for the Deal Spread, i.e. the spread which in addition to the Euribor/Libor Payment equals the Premium Leg and the Protection Leg at Issue Date.
However as time goes by, the presumed default pattern at issue date has changed and this is exactly why the tranche does not quote at 100% any more (The Default Leg has a different value than the Protection Leg). In order to quote a CDO tranche like a bond (i.e. in %) it is quite common to quote this tranche by its Fair Spread. The Fair Spread is the spread that should have been paid starting from the issue date instead of the pre-determined Deal Spread + Euribor/Libor such that the tranche would quote at 100% today (and hence sets the tranche's swap value to 0). 
By the way E Q T i [X(T i )] never sets to zero as the following reasoning illustrates: Any tranche never gets eroded continuously. Every default on the tranche causes a downward jump of the outstanding tranche notional. The jump size is N k . Thus one can state:
As the default probability in an intensity-based default model is exponentially distributed, the default probability of any default scenario is never zero. Hence the expected outstanding tranche notional never equals zero.
In this section, the central idea consists in defining the forward Fair Tranche Spread in function of the numeraire used in a closed form Black & Scholes formula. Hence it becomes possible to select any martingale dynamics for the forward spread rate under the associated probability. Then we apply this approach for defining oneperiod forward Tranche Spread rates. Now as a last step we derive multi-period spread dynamics in order to replicate "real world" CDO deals.
We suppose the risk-free discount rate r t deterministic. Thus we can express the forward one-period spread associated to tranche [A, B] with tenor [T a , T b ] as follows:
and Q stands for the risk-neutral probability measure. Note that the fair spread's denominator never vanishes when applying the reduced form model: The default intensity is exponentially distributed, thus the expectation never equals zero. Consequently the spread is well defined.
denotes the expected outstanding tranche notional at time horizon T i seen at t. This restricted information reflects the filtration F t . One can write
For sake of simplification we note
We consider the following numerairê
The One-Period Forward Spread Dynamics
In this section the aim consists in deriving the one-period forward spread dynamics associated to a CDO tranche [A, B] with tenor [T i−1 , T i ] in the general framework of an existing deal with tenor [T a , T b ]. The calculations are in analogy to [3] , however in this article we use no approximations in order to achieve the result.
Proposition 2.1. The expected outstanding tranche notional Y i (t) is a Q t -martingale. Its dynamics under the forward-neutral probability Q t follows :
Proof. In the one-period case, the forward Fair Spread for tranche [A, B] with tenor [T i−1 , T i ] can be written :
Hence one can consider the numéraireĈ
t). We denote with Q
A,B i−1,i the probability associated to the numéraireĈ A,B i−1,i (t) and express the numeraire related to the risk-neutral probability as follows:
This amounts to the Radon-Nykodym derivative :
Hence Y i (t) is a Q t -martingale. Its dynamics under Q t is given by :
We consider d forward spreads; for the one-period case the reader is invited to set d = 1. γ i represents the volatility vector 1 × d of Y i .Note that Z t is a column vector d × 1 of correlated Brownian motions :
Suppose ρ being the correlation matrix d × d of one-period forward spreads related to the considered tenors, i.e. the tenor covers d periods:
Now we obtain the following Cholesky decomposition: ρ = CC , with C representing the lower triangular matrix. It follows under the risk-neutral probability Q:
with W t representing the column vector d × 1 of standard Brownian motions under Q). The relationship between the different Brownian motions can be formalized as follows:
where (γ i (t)) corresponds to the transposed volatility (line) vector of Y i .
Now that we have calculated the dynamics of the expected outstanding tranche notional at T i , i.e Y i , the next step consists in determining its volatility. In order to derive a dynamics we express the forward one-period spread in a simpler form:
We have to calculate the dynamics of
Yi(t) . With Ito's formula we have :
The Leibniz rule gives :
Hence we obtain the following lemma:
Proof. One can derive the dynamics of the forward one-period Fair Spread S A,B i−1,i (t) by considering the differential of equation (51) :
We have seen previously that
Consequently,
In the general case with tenor [T a ;
At this state we are able to derive the dynamics of the forward one-period Fair Tranche Spreads which leads to the following lemma: 
More precisely, for a deal with tenor [T i−1 , T i ], the forward one-period Fair Tranche Spread dynamics for the same tenor amounts to:
Proof. With lemma (2.2), we express the forward one-period Fair Tranche Spread dynamics under the forward-neutral probability measure as follows :
The equation presented above apply for the general case. Thus for the specific one-period case for a deal with tenor [T i−1 ; T i ], we set d = 1. Consequently the correlation matrix shrinks to ρ = 1 and hence dZ t = dW t . Further more σ i−1,i becomes just a scalar. We obtain the following dynamics:
Now we have revealed the one-period spread dynamics, which has to be calibrated to liquid tenors, the aim consists in replicating a spread dynamics which covers the maturity of the deal structure to evaluate. For this purpose one has to develop the multi-period spread dynamics in order to link the respective one-period spreads. This will be done in the following section.
The multi-period forward Fair Tranche Spread
The aim of this section consists in deriving an extension to the one-period model in order to generalize the forward spread dynamics to a multi-period tenor. This allows for the pricing of "real world" deals: 
Proof. Recall that the associated numeraire is given by:
A as well as Y i follow the respective dynamics:
and
Hence the dynamics of the numeraire itself can be written as :
This gives
Hence one can write:
With Q A,B a,b representing the probability measure associated to the numeraireĈ A,B a,b (t) we write:
With Girsanov this gives:
As in the one-period case we have to derive the dynamics of the forward spread S A,B a,b . With Itô's formula this amounts to:
Further more,
Considering the Leibniz rule, one can derive the following dynamics:
The dynamics presented above hold ∀k ∈ [a; b].
However for k = a things get simpler as γ a (t) = 0. Thus we obtain :
Recall that the forward spread is given by:
This reduces to
The dynamics follow
Finally we obtain
Finally one can express the multi-period spread dynamics in function of oneperiod spreads:
a,b (t) The formula above formalizes the central idea of this article and reveals the relationship between one-period forward spreads. This allows for pricing of deals with any maturity. . In order to calibrate his option value on the market, the investor can reconstruct his proper exercise period with multi-period forward spread rates which themselves are calibrated via one-period spread rates to the most liquid tenor [T a ; T b ] (when we suppose all other option characteristics being equal). This results in more realistic market price. Further when calibrating to several tenors one takes into account different market views on the evolution of credit risk, i.e. the view is not static anymore. This finally allows for considering the vega when it comes to pricing of credit derivatives, i.e; the investors pays for the volatility.
Second, a Market Model sometimes is the only way for pricing some options: Suppose a forward start CDO option with tenor [T a ; T b ] on a synthetic CDO tranche with standard tranche size based on a CDS Index series. However the deal will be set up just at t = T a (Issue Date = T a ). This means that the forward Fair Tranche Spread will be determined in t = T a . Hence the forward Fair Tranche Spread is no longer a martingale and we have to price this option by calculating expectations of the forward dynamics.
Finally, dynamic modeling is the most suited approach when it comes to evaluating more complex deals. More and more OTC combo deals have been coming up recently. In order to limit ramp up costs, the issuer (structurer) is interested in choosing a liquid and hence standardized basis for his deal. One can imagine options on CDS index tranches structured by combo or kicker components which complicate the pay-off. In these cases the modeling of the spread dynamics themselves is a real advantage. In figure 1 we assume that a CDO deal is set up in the future (at T a ). By definition, the risky equity tranches pay the highest spread. Thus the call value is at its maximum. Note that with growing time distance until the deal set-up, the risk associated to junior tranches is growing. This is due to growing uncertainty when it comes to forecasting idiosyncratic risk. This leads to the pronounced "plateau" of the surface for junior positions. The plateau has a triangular form as with increasing correlations the equity tranches become less risky (they are short correl).
For mezzanine tranches we have a 3-dimensional settle point which is the consequence of the fact that these tranches are long/short correl at the same time. As expected senior tranches pay the lowest spread and thus generate the lowest call value. However note that their surface is upward sloping due to their long correl behavior: when correlation increases, systemic risk gets more and lore pronounced which makes senior tranches riskier. As a consequence their Fair Spread increases.
Comment
As expected one can generally state that the market model furnishes lower spreads as its closed-form counterpart. This is due to more inputs when calibrating and different probability filtration. However this general tendency amplifies the more we move towards seniority. Senior tranches are more exposed to systemic risk which is less volatile. As the market model takes into account the Vega, the tranche is less risky. The most important difference to the closed form solution is obtained with very senior tranches and low correlation: here again senior tranche are less sensitive to idiosyncratic risk variations which is taken into account by the model presented in this article. 
